Hair Salon & Barber Shop Guidelines

- Greetings will be verbal
- All team and guest MUST wear masks during entire visit. Salon should be prepared to offer them. Salon employees must all wear a fresh pair of gloves during services while touching guest. (adding a double-sided surgical tape or fashion tape to the sides of the masks helps to avoid needing to use the loops around the ear)
- Hand sanitizer with 60+% alcohol should be at each station, front desk, upon arrival, and in bathrooms
- Stations should be 6 feet apart to maintain CDC requirement of social distance between guests. (Alternate your stations, either remove a chair or tape it for no use)
- Stations and areas should be cleaned and disinfected after each guest with a 60+% alcohol spray, barbicide spray mix, or wipes. Remember that surfaces must be cleaned BEFORE they are disinfected.
- No coffee, tea or beverage service will be offered
- Cutting capes should be used as always with a neck strip and washed in between every client. Perhaps a disposable plastic cape
- No blow-drying for now
- Shampoos will only be performed on guests who are receiving chemical or color services. Please be sure to let guests know that they should have their hair freshly washed at least 3 hours prior to arriving at salon or barbershop
- Temperature check will be done upon arrival prior to entering salon or barbershop and anything 99 or above may not enter your establishment and advised to see a doctor.
- We strongly advise having your guests sign a waiver prior to entering establishment.
Resources:

1. Infrared Thermometer by eZthings from Amazon.com
2. Discmakers.com for face shields
3. Disposable capes from DHgate.com
4. Equifect 256 from Equibal.com (3min kill germ on surfaces)